EDITOR’S NOTE: Late again!
Back to back tours…email problems…software problems, You name it, I’ve had it and was in Jamaica until September 25…But check out this Report…it’s HOT. And very soon you will receive the Annual October Report and it is very HOT too!! October 1st is our Second Anniversary! Congratulations!!

THE BIG NEWS: NOW - Sponsor a RC and earn $100, Legal Tender – NOT!, Annual Audit and Inspection, Peter Kershaw, New 2000 Silver Libertys, NY Conference, more.
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1. **NOW - Sponsor a RC and earn $100!**

For some time NORFED has sought a way to remove the notion that sponsoring a RC was creating competition for yourself and to reward those who helped grow the NORFED organization towards its goal. Now Redemption Centers are $250 and you earn $100 as the sponsor. This change was made to bring more incentive to the RC Program and reward those individuals and organizations that take an active role. All current RCs can participate and earn $100 when you sponsor a RC. The new $250 RC will receive $100 American Liberty Dollars, the sponsor receives $100 which represents a 40% return for your efforts and NORFED retains $50 for administration fees.

The new Redemption Center deals directly with NORFED’s National Fulfillment Office and exchanges those dreaded FRN at a 5% discount on ALDollars just as before. And the sponsor continues to earn a residual Referral Fee of 5% on all exchanges his sponsoree makes. Now you can be financially independent by sponsoring a few RCs each month and receive a check every month from NORFED for each of your sponsoree’s exchanges during the previous month.

So let’s get busy. Based on free enterprise, the American Liberty Dollar brings financial protection to your community by the people
owning the money. When the People own the money they control the government. When the government owns the money, it controls the People. It is up to all of us to make the ALD a success in our own community. Now, if you put forth the effort, you will be rewarded handsomely and the American way of freedom and liberty will flourish. Good luck. Good fortune.

PS: The sponsor will receive the $100 in special $20 American Liberty Checks that are negotiable or may be deposited into any bank. That’s right now you can deposit some of the NORFED currency into any bank…Read all about it in the next NORFED Report!

2. **LEGAL TENDER – NOT!**

DON’T BE TRICKED. Some government agencies – local, state or federal – are trying to get Redemption Centers to say that the American Liberty Dollar is *LEGAL TENDER*.

First, under no circumstances is NORFED’s currency "Legal Tender". Second, who would want that “kiss-of-death”?! Never refer to the ALDollar as anything but as a voluntary monetary system. Never be tricked into calling it "Legal Tender." Thanks.

3. **Annual Audit and Inspection:**
On September 7, 2000, I journeyed to Coeur d’Alene to visit Sunshine Mint and conduct the Annual Audit and Inspection of the Shelter System Warehouse – the warehouse that Sunshine operates for the American Liberty Currency. As usual, I mentioned the trip to the Redemption Centers whom I am in contact with, and was rewarded when Peter Kershaw volunteered to join me. As was expected, every aspect of the warehouse operation was in order and Mr. Tom Power the warehouseman, Ms. Ada Loper the CPA auditor, Mr. Peter Kershaw as witness and myself as the NORFED representative signed this year’s Annual Audit. This document may be reviewed, as each Certified Monthly Audit Report can be, on NORFED’s web site at www.libertydollar.org. Just click on "Monthly Audit" and give it a few moments to load, as it is an actual scan of the document itself. Note article below regarding Peter Kershaw.

4. Peter Kershaw new RC:

It is a great pleasure for me to welcome my friend and national figure, Peter Kershaw as a Redemption Center. Peter is probably best known as the author of "Economic Solutions" – a
dynamite 48 page book that condenses the monetary problem without pulling any punches regarding the Council on Foreign Relations and those who seek to enslave us with perpetual debt and perpetual war via "their" fiat currency. For that reason, NORFED has added Peter’s $8.95 book to its information pack. The new "Info Pack" also contains a $1.00 Silver Certificate and is available for only $5.00 including shipping and handling. Thank you Peter for taking a moral stand for a value backed currency to return America to value – one dollar at a time.

5. **New 2000 Silver Libertys – Now available:**

Well!!! The final corrected Silver Liberty dated 2000 is out. As you may recall, the obverse (front) of the first Silver Liberty omitted "TRUST IN GOD" and was nick named the ungodly error. The reverse also contained a design error. And although neither error constituted any impropriety, it was not the ideal example of
Americanism as NORFED wishes to represent by its currency. So the first ungodly error was corrected very quickly, but since the reverse required a brand new, revised die, it has taken much longer. So we are extremely happy to announce the new Silver Liberty 2000 is now available at the usual discounted prices. Please call Sarah or Michelle at the NORFED to order yours today at 888.421.6181. Thank you for your continued support.

6. Question of the Month:

Why can’t I get the $1.00 Silver Certificate for less money? The simple answer is because it costs more than a $1.00 to produce it. Let me explain: First if you deduct the discount to RC and the Referral Fee you are left with $0.90. Then if you add up the cost of silver, now about $0.50 and all the other costs of printing, storage, security features and a prorated overhead cost, the total is more than $0.90. So NORFED actually exchanges the $1.00 Silver Certificate at a loss. Our view is that the $1.00 Silver Certificate is a "Loss leader", and an advertising vehicle to help publicize NORFED’s goal to repeal the F*R* by returning America to value – one dollar at a time. So, unfortunately, there are no lower prices, even though "it’s just a buck".
7. **What is the RC’s mission?**

We continue to get asked about the Redemption Center’s mission. The Redemption Centers primary mission is to identify other individuals, organizations, business, etc. who want to take a stand for value and sponsor them as a Redemption Center. This is done by circulation the currency as a proactive educational tool and by using it as a financial instrument just as you would money. It is very difficult to show or offer the American Liberty Dollar to anyone without getting a response, and most likely a question. The ALDollar act as a door opener for you to help identify that potential supporter who you can then sponsor as a Redemption Center. It is really quite simple, if you just keep showing the currency to people you meet because you can not tell a patriot by his/her looks, as most look just like you and me. With almost 800 RCs and thousands of people using the ALDollar, it remains the largest peacetime, proactive effort to Change the Money/Change the Country/Change the World.

8. **New York Conference:**
We are still working on a major Conference in the greater New York City area. But New York is proving to be a touch as its reputation. (No insult intended, please) It is just as you call, leave info and you never hear back, until you have called several times it is a bit frustrating. I guess is like the old adage, "Good food takes time". So if you have any suggestions, please let us know as we are still looking for a place for 1000 people, with rooms for 500 and food services all within one convenient location. Sounds simple but has proven to be harder than nails. I am still committed to visit the New England area this Fall and will keep you put to date as my schedule firms. My only definite plan is a featured speaker at the Annual Save a Patriot Conference on Saturday, November 11.

9. Jamaica Seminar with the JoY Foundation...

On September 17 through the 22nd, I journeyed to Montego Bay, Jamaica to speak to the JoY Foundation, which is a RC. G. Edward Griffin, Pat Shannon, Dr. Joe Sweet, Len Horowitz and other outstanding speakers spoke on taxes, health, investments and related subjects. I greatly appreciate JoY’s support of NORFED and the opportunity to spread the word about NORFED in the offshore environment. For additional information, please visit their site at www.joyfoundation.com or call them at: 727.725.9944.

10. Article by Leonard Orr

The July newsletter, The Conscious Connection, by Leonard Orr features an article, Printing Money, about NORFED. Leonard is a
person friend, a RC and the founder of the Re-Birthing movement in the 1970’s. He remains its chief spokesman, as it has become an international organization and largest sponsor of international RCs. Please contact Leonard directly at the Inspirational University at: 540.885.0551 to learn more about dealing with birth trauma and his highly respected, inspirational teachings. Thank you so very much Leonard for your great support of NORFED.

11. "Conspiracy" magazine:

A few years ago, the John Birth Society collected an outstanding collection of articles it had published in The New American, its monthly magazine. The central topic and title of this publication was Conspiracy. It remains today as one of the best, easiest to read, introduction to the Globists and their conspiracy to enslave us. The cost is only $2.50 each or $12.50 for 10! Excellent buy, highly recommended. It would be perfect companion with Peter Kershaw’s "Economic Solutions" book and a wonderful gift for anyone who you would want to wake up to the current situation for very little cost. You can call John Birch Society at: 800.727.8783 or order on line at: http://www.aobs-store.com/magazines/. Please mention NORFED.

12. Anthony Hargis Slam…

NORFED is usually not slammed by someone outside of the controlled establishment, but apparently that is the case. NORFED’s ever increasing and vigilant national network has forwarded a letter that is now being
included with their statement from the Anthony Hargis organization. Fraught with negativity and misinformation, the letter is a very sorry piece from someone who should be working with NORFED. It makes one wonder about Mr. Hargis’ motive and the viability of his own organization. Although it is not worth our time to re-type the letter, if you are interested, please call or email NORFED at truth@libertydollar.org with your fax number and we would be happy to send it to you. Shame on you Mr. Hargis, those shortsighted tactics and long hair went out a long time ago. Please let me know when we can work together for the betterment of our country. And PS: thanks for the added publicity. It all works to our advantage!

13. Personal…

What a month and Christmas is coming! I actually spent some time in the NORFED office this month so I might have even talked to some of the RCs. It is just a simple fact that as NORFED grows; I have less time to visit with all the new RCs. Be that what it may, please never shy away from calling me if I can be of assistance – particularly if I am in your area because you are the reason why I am there! As I mentioned earlier, my travels took me to Coeur d’ Alene Idaho. And as part of that was a neat get together with Mike Heit, Lynn Farrenkopf and other RCs who drove great distances to meet up in Montana. Then I visited Annie Taber a RC in Seattle for a wonderful time and celebrated my 29th anniversary with Telle. Thank you so much Annie, for all your hospitality. It was super to meet all of you. Thanks for your support of NORFED. Hope to see you next year! Then I had only one day back in Evansville, Indiana before I dashed off to Jamaica. Just another wild month…

Thanks again for all your support and efforts to return America to
value and re-establish our
inalienable rights to life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness – one
dollar at a time.

That’s it. Wishing you a great day.